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SUMMARY.
Available in this number:

1) Welcome
2) A Saucerful of Secrets german first issue blue label
3) A Saucerful of Secrets first mono UK release
4) More brazilian second issue
5) More french first issue
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1) Welcome.
I'm glad to welcome a new member of the Lunatics Club, like Alessio 
Battistini.
The Lunatics Club is the first and unique virtual club for collectors 
and I hope that this special news can help every collector to find the 
best vinyl items without any trouble.
Best of luck!
SHINE ON!
Stefano "Mr.Pinky" Tarquini

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

2) A Saucerful of Secrets german first issue blue label.
   (by Stefano Tarquini)

This special press with the blue label is more rare than the famous 
golden/white label, but this second one came with highter prices than
the other. The only difference is the colour of the label, blue.
The details.

Company: EMI-COLUMBIA RECORDS
Catalog number: SMC 74 451 
Infos: first pressing, but with a different label;
Cover: Front: the same laminated cover of the golden/white label release,
with the Hipgnosis collage;
Back: the backcover is white and laminated, in the upper right corner shows
the text "STEREO auch MONO abspielbar" and the catalog number "SMC 74 451",
in the bottom right is the text 

"PRINTED IN GERMANY . IMPRIME' IN ALLEMAGNE . IMPRESO EN ALEMANIA";

Inner: black/white picture sleeve, with 16 covers of the german series SMC,
SMK, SMO and SME;
Label: blue label from Columbia, black letters, it shows the double EMI and 
Columbia logo in the upper and the "GEMA" logo in the centre, catalog number 
"SMC 74 451", text in the edge is in white letters, matrix numbers
YAX 3633-1 \ YAX 3634-1 (printed). 

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

3) A Saucerful of Secrets first mono UK release.
   (by Stefano Tarquini)

Company: COLUMBIA RECORDS
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Catalog number: SX 6258 
Infos: first original U.K. mono issue;
Cover: Front: laminated Hipgnosis sleeve;
back: it shows the catalog number "SX 6258" in the upper right corner with
above the text "File under POPULAR : Pop Groups" and below "Also available
on Stereo No: SCX 6258", in the bottom right is the text "6807 TPS Printed
and made by Garrod & Lofthouse Ltd. Patents pending SX 6258 SCX 6258";
Label: black Columbia label, with the Columbia blu text "Columbia Records 
Magic Notes Trademark", the silver text "SOLD IN U.K. SUBJECT TO RESALE PRICE 
CONDITIONS. SEE PRICE LISTS" is below, in the bottom is "MADE IN Gt. BRITAIN", 
the text in the edge of the label starts at 10 o'clock and says 
"The Gramophone Co., Ltd. All rights of the manufacturer and of the owner of
the recorded work reserved. Unauthorized public performance, broadcasting, 
and copying of this record prohibited", matrix numbers
XAX 3633-1 \ XAX 3634-1 (printed). 

The special thing is that exist two different version of the label. 
Their difference is in the tracklisting credits.
One label says:

1. LET THERE BE MORE LIGHT (Waters) Magdalene Music 
2. REMEMBER A DAY (Wright) Magdalene Music 
3. SET THE CONTROLS FOR THE HEART OF THE SUN (Waters) Magdalene Music 
4. CORPORAL CLEGG (Waters) Magdalene Music 
 
One label says:

1. LET THERE BE MORE LIGHT (Waters) Lupus Music Ltd. 
(exists also without "Ltd.") 
2. REMEMBER A DAY (Wright) Magdalene Music 
3. SET THE CONTROLS FOR THE HEART OF THE SUN (Waters) Magdalene Music 
4. CORPORAL CLEGG (Waters) Lupus Music Ltd. 

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

4) More brazilian second issue.
   (by Stefano Tarquini)

The second issue of the brazilian release of MORE came with two different
labels (little differences).

The details of the cover.
Company: EMI-HARVEST RECORDS
Catalog number: 31C 064-04096  SHVL 1010
Infos: 2nd 1974 issue from Brazil;
Cover: Front: standard film sleeve, title in the upper, orange Harvest
logo in the bottom left corner with above "(P) 1974" and below "ESTEREO";
Back: standard with the couple facing west, in the upper right shows the
double catalog number "31C 064 04096" "SHVL 1010", in the bottom is the
text "DISCO E' CULTURA" in a square and the text "EMI-ODEON. Fonografica 
Industrial e Eletronica S/A - C.G.C. 33.249.640/0004-31 - Industria 
Brasileira" "TAMBEM EN CASSETTE";
label: yellow-green Harvest label, tile in the label "M O R E" in the 
upper left, catalog number only "31C 064 04096", in the bottom shows the
text "PINK FLOYD" and "Produzido por THE PINK FLOYD" "(P) 1969, THE 
GRAMOPHONE CO. LTD.".

The two different version of the label have differences in the text in 
the edge.

- The first label shows the text 
"EMI-ODEON, FONOG., INDL. E ELETRONICA LTDA. - RUA ODEON, 150 - S. B. DO
CAMPO - SP - CGC 33.249.640/0004.31 - SCDP-PF-002/RJ - IND. BRASILEIRA. 
TODOS OS DIREITOS DO PRODUTOR FONOGRAFICO E DO PROPRIETARIO DA OBRA GRAVADA
SÃO RESERVADOS. A REPRODUÇÃO, A LOCAÇAO, A EXECUÇÃO PUBLICA E RADIOTELEDIFUSÃO
DESTE DISCO ESTÃO PROIBIDAS." 
in green letter starting at 1 o'clock, matrix numbers
5-1-1=21 (written) 04096-AR3 YAX-3868-R3 (printed) \
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2-1-2=22 (written) 04096-BR1 YAX 3869-R1 (printed).

- The second label shows a double text starting at 10 o'clock, one text
goes on the upper and says in green letters 
"EMI - ODEON, FONOGRAFICA, INDUSTRIAL E ELETRONICA S/A. - RUA ODEON, 150
- SÃO BERN. DO CAMPO - SP - C.G.C. 33.249.640/0004.31 - SCDP-PF-002/RJ - 
INDUSTRIA BRASILEIRA",
the second text goes on the bottom and says in green letters 
"TODOS OS DIREITOS DO PRODUTOR FONOGRAFICO E DO PROPRIETARIO DA OBRA 
GRAVADA SÃO RESERVADOS. A REPRODUÇÃO, A EXECUÇÃO PUBLICA E 
RADIOTELEDIFUSÃO DESTE DISCO, ESTÃO PROIBIDAS.", matrix numbers
5-1-1=12 (written) 04096-AR3 YAX-3868-R3 (printed) \
3-1-1=23 (written) 04096-BR1 YAX 3869-R1 (printed).

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

5) More french first issue.
   (by Stefano Tarquini)

Also the first french issue came with two different original labels 
(thanks to Sergio).

Company: EMI-COLUMBIA RECORDS
Catalog number: 2C 062-04096
Infos: 1st french issue;
Cover: Front: standard laminated cover, with dark colours, title in the
bottom in white letters, in the upper left corner shows the catalog 
number "2C 062-04096", with the double EMI-Columbia logo and the text 
"STEREO CE DISQUE PEUT ETRE UTILISE AVEC UN LECTEUS MONO"; 
Back: standard, in the upper right cornet shows the printed price code 
"T" with the catalog number "2C 062-04096", in the center shows the text 
"VERSINDEX BREVETE' S.G.D.G.", in the bottom "LES INDUSTRIES MUSICALES ET 
ELECTRIQUES PATHE MARCONI - PARIS" in the centre and "I.D.N. MADE IN FRANCE" 
in the right;
Sticker: black round "POP" sticker; 
Spine: red letters;
Label: dark green Columbia label with silver letters. 

The two different labels are:

- the first label comes with "Columbia" logo in the upper and "Magic 
Notes TRADE MARK", below shows the text "S T E R E O - Ce disque peut 
étre utilisé avec un lecteur  M O N O", at the centre is the BIEM logo
and the additional number "C 062 - 04096 A" on the left side, "33 1/3 
tours minute" and "2C 062 - 04096" on the right side, in the bottom is
the title "SOUNDTRACK FROM THE FILM MORE", below is the text "Produced
by The Pink Floyd" "PINK FLOYD", the text in the edge starts at 7 o'clock
and is in french language, with "MADE IN FRANCE";

- the second label comes with "Columbia" logo in the upper and "Magic
Notes TRADE MARK", below shows the text "S T E R E O - Ce disque peut
étre utilisé avec un lecteur  M O N O", at the centre is the BIEM logo
and the additional number "C 062 - 04096 A" on the left side, "33 1/3 
tours minute" and "2C 062 - 04096" on the right side and a great "1", 
in the bottom is the title "SOUNDTRACK FROM THE FILM MORE", below is 
the text "PINK FLOYD" "Produced by The Pink Floyd", the text in the 
edge starts at 7 o'clock and is in french language, with "MADE IN 
FRANCE".

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

Available on the next time: 
- the OBI of the first three japanese albums.
- the wonderful "Delicate Sound of Thunder" brazilian promo double
  picture-disc.

~·~·~·~·~·~ End of The Lunatics newsletter ~·~·~·~·~·~
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«THE LUNATICS DISCLAIMER»
The Lunatics Club is the first virtual collectors project.
The Lunatics Club is Copyright © by Stefano Tarquini and is completely
free.
It was founded to trade news about the vinyl and CD collections and 
for the purpose of documenting the history of the details of vinyls. 
The contents of the newsletter are strictly free and non-commercial. 
The newsletter must be considered as an archive, which contents are 
reserved to the members and the author. 
The subscription and the unsubscription of the Lunatics Club is made 
by sending a simple mail to mr.pinky@libero.it. 
All the text of the newsletter is updated by Stefano Tarquini and is 
completely free. 
The adds and the news in the newsletter are controlled with care by 
the author as the quality comes from the collectors experience. 
The mail contents and addresses are also controlled by the author by  
international privacy rules. 

Copyright © «The Lunatics Club» Reserved - email to: mr.pinky@libero.it
"The Mr.Pinky Discography", http://digilander.libero.it/mrpinky
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